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Let D be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated 
by the prime number p, and let K = D/pD be its residue field. One of the 
main tools of modular representation theory of finite groups is to go up from 
K to D or down from D to K. The purpose of this paper is to stop halfway, 
that is, to study representations of finite groups over the ring A = D/p’D 
which is of characteristic pr. When K = F, and D = h,, the ring of p-adic 
integers, then A = Z/p’27 and a representation of a finite group G over A is 
nothing else but a linear action of G on a finite abelian p-group. 
A being artinian (i.e., a ring with minimum condition) and G being finite, 
the group algebra AG is artinian. This guarantees that the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem holds and reduces the problem of classifying all AG-modules to the 
determination of all indecomposable AG-modules. It is, of course, out of the 
question to give a general answer to this problem since it contains as a 
special case (r = 1) the modular representation theory in which the deter- 
mination of all indecomposable modules is known to be hopeless in general. 
After having settled the easy case where p does not divide the order of G, we 
shall consider only cyclic groups C,, of prime power order and AC,,~modules 
which are finitely generated free A-modules. 
In Section 1, we determine all relatively projective AG-modules and, as a 
special case, this gives the classification of all indecomposable AG-modules 
when p does not divide the order of G. In Section 2, we define the type of an 
AC,,-module and we consider its connection with the degrees of manic 
polynomial over A dividing X’” - 1. Section 3 is a quick survey of Heller’s 
Q-functor which is used in Section 4 for the classification of modules of type 
k, that is, AC,,-modules M such that M/pM is a free K[X]/(X - I)k-module. 
This generalizes a result first obtained for A = Z/p’2 in 1965 by Drobotenko 
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et al. (referred to throughout this paper as DDZP) and then extended by 
Hannula in 1967 to any ring A of the above type (see [3, 41). They were 
dealing with the case k = 1 and G = C,. In Section 5, we prove the main 
decomposition theorem which asserts that for G = C,, any AG-module is a 
direct sum of modules of type k (actually for 3 values of k). A counterex- 
ample shows that this does not generalize to cyclic groups C, with s > 1. 
All results about the cyclic group of order p are due to DDZP and 
Hannula but our proofs are independent on their work. They also stick to the 
case where all modules are A-free, but it should be mentioned that a 
complete classification of all AC,-modules has been reached by Szekeres in 
1949 ([ 91, see also Conlon’s paper [11). 
Notations. A = D/p’D, where D is a discrete valuation ring with 
maxima1 idea1 generated by the prime number p. K = A/PA. G is a finite 
group, 1 G I= order of G. The cyclic group of order n is denoted by C, . 
General assumptions. All AG-modules are finitely generated left AG- 
modules. Moreover, they are supposed to be A-free, except in Section 1 (and 
apart from obvious submodules of an AG-module M such as p’M). We also 
assume once for all that r > 1 since, otherwise, A = K is a field. 
We note that the only ideals of A have the form piA (i = O,..., r). This 
implies easily the following result that we shall use extensively: 
LEMMA. Let M be a free A-module. Then {x E M Ip’x = 0) =p’-‘M. 
1. RELATIVELY PROJECTIVE AG-MODULES 
Following Serre’s terminology [ 71, recall that an AG-module is said to be 
relatively projective if it is a direct summand of a module induced from the 
trivia1 subgroup of G. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let {MI,..., M,J be a complete set of non-isomorphic 
indecomposable projective AG-modules. Then: 
6) {M,/p’M, ,..., MJp’hf,} is a complete set of non-isomorphic 
indecomposable projective (A/p’A) G-modules. 
(ii) UI=, {MJP’M, ,..., M,/p’M,} is a complete set qf non-isomorphic 
indecomposable relatively projective AG-modules. 
Proof. (i) Since p is nilpotent, p’AG & Rad AG and so one can lift 
idempotents from (A/p’A) G to AG. Therefore, MI--+ M/p’M sets a l-l 
correspondence between projective AG-modules and projective (A/p’A) G- 
modules (see [2, Section 771). 
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(ii) Since A is a quotient of a principal ideal domain, every indecom- 
posable A-module is cyclic, i.e., of the form A/pfi. It suffices to induce these 
modules from 1 to G and decompose them. But Indy(A/p’A) z (A/$A) G 
and its indecomposable summands are precisely the projective indecom- 
posable (A/$A) G-modules, that is, the modules Mj/piMj (j = l,..., n) 
according to (i). 
This theorem shows that we know all relatively projective modules as soon 
as we know the projective KG-modules. 
It is well known that if 1 GI is invertible in A, then every AG-module is 
relatively projective. As an immediate consequence we have: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that p does not divide / G / . With the notations 
of Theorem 1.1, {Mj/piMj ] j= l,..., n; i= I,..., r] is a complete set of non- 
isomorphic indecomposable AG-modules. 
Note that in this case, the modules Mj/pMj are just the simple KG- 
modules. 
2. THE TYPES OF AC,,-MODULES 
Now let G = C,,. We shall always denote by g a generator of G. AG is 
isomorphic to A [X]/(XpS - 1) via g t-t X. According to our needs, we shall 
very often use the letter X to describe the action of g on an AG-module. 
Since K is of characteristic p, we have KG z K[X]/(XPS - 1) = 
K[X]/(X - 1)““. The indecomposable KG-modules are the modules 
S,=K[Y]/(X- 1)” (for k= l,..., p”) because K[X] is a principal ideal 
domain. So, if M is an AG-module, M/pM z Oy= i Ski. The set of integers ki 
(without repetition) occurring in the decomposition of M/pM is defined to be 
the type of the module M. In particular, M is of type k if M/pM is a direct 
sum of copies of S,. Recall that from now on, we shall only consider 
modules which are free as A-modules (in other words, we consider represen- 
tations of G as a group of matrices over the ring A). We want to find the 
possible values of the integers occurring in the type of an AG-module. This 
turns out to be strongly related to the problem of finding the possible degrees 
of manic polynomials dividing Xp” - 1 over the ring A: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M be an AG-module such that M/pM z S,. Then 
M z A [X]/(Q), where Q is a manic polynomial of degree k dividing Xp” - 1. 
Proof. {1,X,X* ,..., Xk- ‘} is a K-basis of Sk. If x E M maps onto 1 via 
M-t M/pMz Sk, then {x, gx, g2x,...,gk-‘x} is an A-basis of M by 
Nakayama’s lemma. Now g . gk-‘X = C”:d a,g’x, for some ai EA. 
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Therefore, the surjective homomorphism f: A [X] + M defined by f( 1) = x 
has the polynomial Q = Xk - Cf:d a,X’ in its kernel. The induced 
homomorphism f: A [X]/(Q) -+ A4 must be an isomorphism because the 2 
modules are A-free of rank k. Since ( gp” - 1) M = 0, Xp” - 1 must be a 
multiple of Q. 1 
Our task is now to find the possible degrees of manic divisors of Xp” - 1 
over A. 
LEMMA 2.2. The exponent of the highest power of X - 1 dividing Xp” - 1 
is F’+ ’ ifr<s+ 1 and 1 ifr>s+ 1. 
Proof: First we show that if x is an element of a ring of characteristic pr 
and if r < s + 1, then (x + 1)“” = (x~~-~+’ + l)p’-‘. It is easy to see that 
( pk’) = 0 mod p’ if p does not divide k. Moreover (,Pi) E (:‘-I) modp’, for, in 
the explicit expression of ($), the terms of the numerator of the form pr - k 
with p not dividing k are congruent o -k modp’, hence cancel out (up to 
sign) with the corresponding terms of the denominator. If p is odd or if i is 
even, all minus signs vanish and, after canceling p out of each remaining 
term, one gets exactly (f’-‘). If p = 2 and i is odd, we have similarly 
(zi) E - (i’-‘) = (;‘-I) mod 2’, the latter congruence being a consequence of 
2’-’ s -2’-’ mod 2’. 
We prove now by induction on s the equality claimed above, the case 
s = r - 1 being obvious. 
(x+ l)“‘=((x+ l)+)P=( xps-’ + 1)p’ by the induction hypothesis. Using 
the above two congruences, we get 
= (Xps-r+’ + l)? 
Now we can turn to the proof of the lemma. If r < s + 1 we have 
XP”- 1 = ((X- 1) + l)““- 1 = ((X- lysmr+‘+ ,r,-‘- 1 
=pr-‘(X- ,ys-r+’ +R, 
where R is a linear combination of higher powers of X - 1. This proves that 
Xp” - 1 is divisible by (X - ly,r-r’l exactly. In particular, when r = s + 1, 
only X - 1 to the first power divides Xps - 1 and it follows that the same 
holds if r > s + 1, using reduction modp”’ ‘. # 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Q be a manic divisor of degree k of Xp” - 1. Then 
k<pS-’ orpS-pps-’ <k. 
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Proof: First reduce everything modulo p2 which allows us to suppose 
r = 2. Write Xp” - 1 = Q a R and suppose Q of degree m and R of degree n. 
Interchanging if necessary the roles of Q and R, we can assume m < n, in 
which case we have to show that m <p”- ‘. We have m + n =pS because Q 
and R are manic polynomials. Now Q=(X-l)“+pU and R= 
(X - 1)” + p V, for some U, V E A [X] since Xp” - 1 = (X - 1)“” mod p. Then 
Xp”- 1 =(X- l)“‘+p(X- l)“V+p(X- 1)” U because p*=O. This 
implies that (X - l)m divides Xp‘ - 1 and hence m <p”-’ by Lemma 2.2. I 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be an AG-module. Suppose that every k occurring in 
the type of M satisfies k < p”-’ if p is odd and k ( ps-’ if p = 2. Then 
(g”“-‘- l)Mcrp’-94. 
ProoJ Let k be the maximum of the integers occurring in the type of M. 
By definition of type, we have (g - 1)” M zpM. Now let N = ( f’-’ - 1) M. 
It is a submodule of M (not A-free) which is annihilated by R(g) = 
2;~; gkP’ since R(g) . (es-’ - 1) = g”” - 1 = 0. It follows that N is 
actually a B-module where B = A[X]/(R(X)). Recall that A = D/p’D where 
D is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated by p. Let 
E = D[X]/(R(X)). It is well known that pE = (X - l)eE, where 
e = (p - 1)~‘~’ because E is a totally ramified extension of D of degree e 
(see for instance [7, Chap. IV, Section 41). Since B = E/p’E and N is a B- 
module, pN= (g - l)‘N. Then (g- l)kN= (g@- l)(g- l)%s 
(g”“-‘- l)pM=pN= (g- l)‘Ns (g- l)“N, the last inclusion coming 
from k<p”-‘<e. Therefore, pN=(g-lI)eN=(g-l)kN. But k<e 
because p”- ’ < e if p is odd and k <pS-’ if p = 2 by assumption. So 
pN=(g- l)kN=(g- l)k” N = 0 since g - 1 is nilpotent modulo p, 
hence nilpotent. The equality pN = 0 implies N gp’-‘M. I 
We emphasize that if M was not A-free, p’-‘M should be replaced by 
{xEMIpx=O}. 
When applied to the case G = Cp (s = l), p being odd, this lemma shows 
that if M is an AG-module of type 1, i.e., if (g - l)McpM, then 
(g - 1) M E p’- ‘M. This special case is one of the basic results of DDZP as 
well as Hannula in their classification of AC,-modules. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Q be a manic polynomial of A[X] with degree k. 
Assumek<p”-‘ fpisoddandk<pS-‘ifp=2. ThenQdividesF”-1 if 
and only if Q divides Xps-’ - 1 module pr- ‘. 
Proof: Let M= A[X]/(Q). Note that M is A-free. If Q divides Xp”- 1, A4 
is an AG-module of type k since Q = (X - I)k modp. By the previous 
lemma, (Xps-’ - 1) M ~p~-lM, or in other words (xP’-’ - 1) M/p’-‘M = 0. 
This means that Q divides Xp”-’ - 1 modulo p’-‘. Conversely, if Q divides 
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p-’ - 1 modulo p’- ‘, then (X”-’ - 1) M ~p’-lM. Therefore, 




So Q divides P’ - 1. fl 
Note that from this lemma it follows readily by induction that 
(X - ly’-“’ divides Xp’ - 1 if r < s + 1. But we need Lemma 2.2 to show 
that it is actually the highest power of X- 1 dividing P‘ - 1, which is 
crucial for Lemma 2.3. 
The decomposition of Xp” - 1 over Z is well known: Xp” - 1 = ndlpS od, 
where od is the cyclotomic polynomial of the dth roots of unity. Every manic 
divisor of P” - 1 over Z is a product of some od and will be called a 
standard divisor of Xp’ - 1. 
THEOREM 2.6. If r > s and if Q is a manic divisor of Xps - 1 with degree 
k, then k is the degree of a standard divisor P of Xp’ - 1. In other words, 
Q = P modp (since they are both congruent to (X - l)k mod p). 
Proof. We use induction on s. If s = 1, then k = 1 or p - 1 by Lemma 
2.3 and these two values are the degrees of rp, and rp,, respectively. Ifs > 1, 
replacing if necessary Q by (Xp’ - 1)/Q, we can assume k & ps-’ by Lemma 
2.3. Now by Lemma 2.5, Q divides xP”-’ - 1 over A/p’-‘A, except when 
p=2 and k=2S-‘. S’ mce r>s, r-l>s-1 (and r-l>l). So the 
inductive hypothesis applies: k is the degree of a standard divisor P of 
Xp”-’ - 1. But P is, of course, also a standard divisor of P” - 1. The case 
p = 2 and k = 2’-’ is trivial, taking P =X2’-’ - 1. i 
Remark. If r < s, the possible degrees k of manic divisors of Xp” - 1 can 
be determined by the same induction argument, but a detailed proof is left to 
the reader. If r = 2, (X - 1 )““-I divides Xps - 1 and there are two groups of 
consecutive values of k: 0 < kgp”-’ and p”-p”-’ < k<p”. If r = 3, 
(X - l)@ divides Xp’ - 1 and there are four groups of values: 0 < k <p’-‘, 
P 
s-1 -ps-2 < k <p’-‘, p” -p”-’ < k <p” -p”-’ +p’-’ and ps -p’-’ < 
k <p”. In general, there are 2’-’ groups, each having ps-r+l + 1 consecutive 
values. From r = s + 1, there are 2’ groups each having two values, namely, 
0, 1; p- 1,p; . . . . ps - 1 ,p’. These are the degrees of the 2”+’ standard 
divisors of Xp” - ‘l‘. Note that everything is actually determined by the first 
group of values, i.e., by the highest power of X - 1 dividing Xp” - 1. Note 
also that for p = 2, all values from 0 to 2” are possible. 
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Theorem 2.6 asserts that any manic divisor Q of Xp‘ - 1 differs from a 
standard divisor P by a multiple ofp. We shall see in Section 4 that Q differs 
from P by a multiple of pe, where e = Y-S + u,(k) and u,(k) is the p-adic 
valuation of the degree k of Q. Then, the classification of modules of type k 
will eventually determine all manic divisors of degree k of Xp’- 1 (see 
Example 5 following Theorem 4.5). 
The determination of the possible degrees of manic divisors of Xp’ - 1 is 
justified by the following conjecture: 
CONJECTURE 2.7. Let k be an integer occurring in the type of an AG- 
module M. Then k is the degree of a manic divisor of Xp” - 1. 
THEOREM 2.8. Conjecture 2.7 is true in the following cases: (i) p = 2. 
(ii) M/pM is indecomposable. (iii) r = 2. (iv) s = 1. Moreover, (v) Zf k occurs 
in the type of an AG-module M, then k < p”- ’ or pS - pSp’ < k. 
ProojI (i) is trivial because every integer k < 2’ is the degree of a manic 
divisor of X2”- 1. 
(ii) is a restatement of Lemma 2.1. 
(iii) Write M/pM = @y= 1 S,,,. By ( ii we know the result if n = 1 and ) 
the idea is to construct another module N such that N/pN g S+and to apply 
(ii). Let li be the unit of Ski =K[X]/(X - l)‘? (X11, 1 1 < i < n, 
0 <j < ki - 1) is a K-basis of M/PM. Let xi E M map onto li by reduction 
mod p. { 2x, / 1 < i < n, 0 <j < ki - 1 } is an A-basis of M. The matrix of g 
relative to this basis has the form 
where (ai) is a ki x k,-matrix mapping by reduction modp onto the matrix of 
g acting on the ith indecomposable summand of M/PM, and where every 
entry outside the blocks (ai) is a multiple of p. Since r = 2, p2 = 0 and 
therefore one can check easily that 
(a,Y” * 1 =g@= *. 
* (%Y’ 
It follows that (aiyS = 1, so that (ai) is a matrix representation of G. The 
AG-module afforded by (ai) is the required N since it satisfies obviously 
N/pN E Ski. We can then conclude by (ii). 
(v) Reduce M modulo p2, apply (iii) and the result follows from 
Lemma 2.3. 
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(iv) Applying (v) to the case s = 1 proves that the only possible 
values of k are 1, p - 1 or p. These are the degrees of the polynomials ‘pi, qp 
andXP-1. # 
Note that (v) cannot be improved if we use only this method of reduction 
mod p2 since every integer k <p”- ’ is the degree of a manic divisor of 
Xp” - 1 modulo p2. This is the reason which makes a general proof of 
Conjecture 2.7 difficult. 
Statement (v) for s = 1 is another basic result poved by DDZP and 
Hannula for their classification of AC,-modules. 
3. HELLER'S R-FUNCTOR 
Let G be any finite group and let M be an AG-module. Recall that a 
projective cover of M is an epimorphism rc: P --) M, where P is a projective 
AG-module, such that rr is essential, i.e., if 7c(P,) = M for a submodule P, of 
P, then P, = P. This is dual to the notion of injective envelope. Projective 
covers are unique up to isomorphism. They always exist because AG is 
artinian (for details, see [8, Corollary 2.281). Now if M is an AG-module, 
define QM to be the kernel of a projective cover of M. Again M is only 
defined up to isomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be an AG-module. M is projective if and only ifM is 
injective. Moreover, the injective envelope of a (finitely generated) AG- 
module is Jnitely generated. 
Proof. M is projective if and only if M is A-projective and relatively 
projective, and similarly for the dual concept. It is well known that relatively 
projective modules coincide with relatively injective modules [2, Section 631, 
so we have only to show that M is A-projective if and only if M is A- 
injective. This in turn will follow if we prove that A itself is an injective A- 
module [2, Section 581. It sufftces to show that any homomorphism U: I+ A, 
where Z is an ideal of A, can be extended to an endomorphism of A. Now Z 
has the form Z =p’A, 0 < i < r. Since u(p’) is annihilated by prpi, it must 
belong to piA. If u(p’) =p’x, then u extends to the endomorphism of A given 
by multiplication by x. 
Now, since A is an injective A-module, Hom,(-, A) is an exact functor. If 
N is a (left) AG-module, N* = Hom,(N, A) has a natural structure of (right) 
AG-module. If N is finitely generated, then so is N* and therefore N* has a 
finitely generated projective cover 71: P -+ N*. Then rr*: N + P* is an injective 
envelope of N and P* is finitely generated. 1 
481/72/2-14 
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This lemma shows that AG is a quasi-Frobenius ring and it can be shown 
easily that it is actually a Frobenius A-algebra (see [2, Theorem 62.1 I). 
If M is an AG-module, define R*M to be the cokernel of an injective 
envelope of M. If M is projective, then clearly QA4 = 0 and R*M = 0. But if 
we assume that no indecomposable summand of M is projective, then 
Sm*Mg M and D*RM E M. This follows readily from the fact that if 
P--t M is a projective cover of M, then QM+ P must be an injective 
envelope of J2M. Moreover, M is indecomposable if and only if Qit4 is 
indecomposable. Therefore, Q induces a bijection from the set of 
isomorphism classes of non-projective indecomposable AG-modules onto 
itself, with inverse induced by R*. For more details, see [6]. 
We return now to the case G = C,, to show that type and Q-functor are 
related in the following way: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be an AG-module. If M/pM g a:=, Ski, then 
RM/pQM E @YE, S,i where mi =ps - ki. 
ProoJ: Nakayama’s lemma asserts that M+ M/pM is an essential 
epimorphism. This readily implies that n: P + M is a projective cover of M if 
and only if if: P/pP+ M/pM is a projective cover of M/pM as a KG-module, 
if denoting the reduction modp of rt. Since M is A-free, 0 -+ QM/pDM+ 
P/pP + MIpM + 0 is an exact sequence and, therefore, 
QM/pQM E R(M/pM) where the latter is to be understood as the Q-functor 
in the category of KG-modules. So we are left with a statement about KG- 
modules. Now if M, and M, are KG-modules, Q(M, @M,) z RM, 0 RM, 
because the same holds for projective covers. Therefore, we need only to 
prove that RS, z S, where m = ps - k. Clearly KG z K[X]/(X - l)p”-+ 
K[X]/(X - I)k = S, is the projective cover of S,. So LY$, is the ideal of KG 
generated by (X- 1)“. But this ideal is isomorphic to S, since the 
multiplication by (X- 1)” in KG has kernel generated by (X- 1)“. 1 
Note that if k =ps, S, = KG is projective and, therefore, S, must be 
understood as the zero module. 
Summarizing the previous results for modules of type k, we get: 
LEMMA 3.3. If k # p’, R induces a bijection from the set of isomorphism 
classes of AG-modules of type k onto the set of isomorphism classes of AG- 
modules of type ps - k, with inverse induced by R*. RM is indecomposable if 
and only if M is indecomposable. 1 
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4. CL.4ssIFlcAnoN OF MODULES OF TYPE k 
The purpose of this section is to classify AG-modules of type k (under 
slight restrictions on r) in terms of endomorphisms of free modules over a 
suitable ring. We assume k to be the degree of a manic polynomial Q 
dividing Xp” - 1, remembering that it should be the case anyway according 
to Conjecture 2.7. 
If M is an AG-module of type k, QMzpM by definition of type k (as 
before, we identify the action of the generator g of G with the action of 
X E A [Xl). Our goal is to show that actually QM GP~M for a certain 
positive integer e. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be an AG-module of type k and let B = A [X]/(Q). 
Then QM = 0 if and only if M is a free B-module. 
ProoJ Clearly QM = 0 if M is a B-module. Conversely, if QM = 0, then 
M is a B-module and we have to show that it is free. B/pB 2 K[X]/(X - l)k 
and since M is of type k, M/pM is a free B/pB-module, say of rank n. The 
isomorphism P/pP z M/pM can be lifted into a homomorphism f: P -+ M. 
The image off maps onto M/pM so that f is surjective by Nakayama’s 
lemma. Therefore, f is an isomorphism because P and M are A-free of the 
same rank nk. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Let M be an AG-module of type k, let R = (X’” - 1)/Q and 
let e be an integer with 1 <e < r. Then QM EP’M if and only if 
R fiM 2 peBM. 
Proof. First reduce everything modulo pe, so that we can assume e = r. 
We have to show that QM = 0 if and only if ROM = 0. Let B = A [X]/(Q) 
and C = A[X]/(R). S ince QR = J?‘” - 1, the multiplication by Q induces an 
injective homomorphism C--t A[X]/(XP” - 1) and, therefore, we have an 
exact sequence 0 -+ C + AG + B -+ 0, which shows that 0B = C. If QM = 0, 
M is a free B-module by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, QM is a free C-module and 
RRM = 0. The converse is shown similarly using a*. fl 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that p is odd. Let M be an AG-module of type k. 
Let e = max( 1, r - s + up(k)) where v,(k) denotes the p-adic valuation of k. 
Then QM E peM. 
Proof. The result is obvious if k =ps because Q = Xp‘ - 1, QM = 0 = 
prM and e = r. In particular, the lemma holds if s = 0 (i.e., G = 1). So we 
can assume s > 1 and k ( p’. We use induction on r. If r = 2, we have 
QM zpM and we want to see that e = 1. But this is clear since u,(k) < s and 
so r-s + v,(k) < 2. Suppose now r > 2. By Lemma 2.3, k <p”-’ or 
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p” -ps-’ ,< k. In the latter case, J2M is of type ps - k < ps-’ and by Lemma 
4.2 it is enough to proof that RRM cpe12M where R = (Xp” - 1)/Q. But 
since k < ps, vP(ps - k) = v,(k) and, therefore, the integer e is the same for 
M and for f2M. So, replacing M by OM if necessary, one can assume 
k <p”-‘. Since p is odd, Lemma 2.4 applies and we have (Xp” - I)ME 
p’-‘M. Therefore, ii;i=M/pr-‘M is a (A/p’-‘A)H-module of type k where 
H = C,,-, . Moreover, Q divides Pm - 1 over A/p’-‘A by Lemma 2.5. By 
induction hypothesis, Qa sp’ii;i because (r - 1) - (s - 1) + v,(k) = 
r-s + v,(k). Now e <r - 1 because v,(k) < s, hence ~‘-‘ME~“M. 
Therefore, QM s peM. I 
Remark. It is easy to see that for s = 1 or for r = 2, the integer e is the 
best possible value, i.e., QM $C pet ’ M for a suitable M. It follows easily that 
the same holds in the general case by reversing the induction process used in 
the above proof. 
The whole structure of a module M of type k will depend on the 
multiplication by Q in M. Since QM cpeM, Qp’-‘M = 0 and so we have 
. Q: M/prWeM -+p’M. Now the multiplication by pe induces an isomorphism 
m: M/p’-‘MZp’M because M is A-free. Composing m-’ and . Q, we get 
q:peM +p’M defined by q(p’x) = Qx. Since Q is a polynomial in the 
generator g of G, (D is an AG-linear endomorphism of p’M. We shall call a, 
the characteristic endomorphism for M. To avoid triviality, we assume k < ps 
since otherwise e = r and p’M = 0. So e ,< r - 1. 
Clearly Q(M/peM) = 0 so that the structure of the module M/peM is 
completely known by Lemma 4.1. In order to know also the structure of 
peM, we want a condition which guarantees that @I’M= 0. Since 
M/P~M~~‘-~M, this will be achieved if P~MGP’-~M, that is, if r - e < e. 
This gives either r = 2 or r > 2(s - v,(k)). From now on, assume r satisfies 
one of these two conditions. Then by Lemma 4.1, p’M is a free B-module 
where B = (A/prPeA)[X]/(Q). Th e c aracteristic h endomorphism rp makes 
peM into a B [ Y]-module, Y acting by o. 
If f: M -+ M’ is an AG-linear homomorphism between modules of type k, 
then f= f ID+,: p ‘M-+peM’ is B [ Y]-linear. For, denoting by p’ the charac- 
teristic endomorphism for M’, we have: 
?(P(P=x)) =f(Qx> = W(x) = (o’P’~(x) = @f(pe4. 
This proves that we have a functor from the category of modules of type k 
into the category of B [ Y]-modules which are free as B-modules. This functor 
is exact in the sense that if 0 + M’ -+ M + M” -+ 0 is an exact sequence of 
modules of type k, then the sequence of B[ Y]-modules 0 +p’M’ -+peM-+ 
p’M” -+ 0 is exact, which follows immediately from the fact that M” is A- 
free. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let M and M’ be two modules of type k and let 
fi peM -+ peM’ be a B [ Y]-linear homomorphism. Then 
(i) There exists an AG-linear homomorphism f: M-c M’ such that 
f lpw =.f 
(ii) f is injective (respectively surjective) if and only iff is injective 
(respectively surjective). 
Proof. If { pex ,,..., p’x,} is a basis of peM as a B-module, then 
(pegixj / 0 < i < k - 1, 1 <j < n) is an A/p’-‘A-basis of p’M. Hence 
( gixj IO < i < k - 1, 1 <j < n) is an A-basis of M. If J’(pexj) =peyj, we 
define f by f (g’xj) = giyj. To show the AG-linearity, we only need to prove 
that gf( gk- ‘x1) = f ( gkxj). If Q = Xk - Cf:d aiXi, then f ( gkxj) = 
f (C”zd a, gixj + Qxj) = C$zd a, go + f (QXj)* NOW f (Qx) =f (Yp’x) = 
Yf(pex) = Ypef(x) = Q/(x), using the definition of Y and the fact that 7 
commutes with Y by hypothesis. Therefore 
k-l 
f(gkxj> = 1 Ui gff(Xj) + Qf(Xj) = gkf (xj) = gf(gk- lxj). 
i=O 
Now the exactness of the above functor gives the obvious half of (ii). Via 
the isomorphism peMg M/P’-~M, j; is nothing else but the reduction off 
modulo p’-‘. So by Nakayama’s lemma, ifSis surjective, then so isJ Now if 
x E Kerf with x # 0, there exists t such that p’x # 0 and pf+ ‘x = 0. Then 
p’x E p’-‘M & peM and it follows that p’x E Kerj So 7 is not injective. 1 
We are now ready for the classification of modules of type k: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let Q be a monicpolynomial dividing XP’ - 1, of degree k. 
Let R = (X”S- 1)/Q, e=max(l, r-s+u,(k)), and B = (A/P’-~A)[X]/(Q). 
Let M and M’ be two AG-modules of type k. Assume p to be odd, and r = 2 
or r > 2(s - u,(k)). Then 
(i) p’M is a B-free B[ Y]-module, Y acting as the characteristic 
endomorphism for M. 
(ii) M g M’ if and only ifpeM rpeM’ as B [ Y]-modules. 
(iii) Let & be a B[ Y]-module, free as B-module. There exists an AG- 
module N of type k such that p’N z ii’ (as B[ Y]-modules) if and only tf 
R. Im Y = 0 in fl, where R denotes the image of R in B. 
(iv) If n is a B-free B [ Y]-submodule of peM, then there exists an AG- 
submodule N of M, with N of type k (and A-free) such that p’N = fl. 
(v) M is indecomposable if and only if peM is indecomposable as a 
B [ Y]-module. 
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ProojI (i) recalls only what we have already seen. 
(ii) is trivial by Lemma 4.4. 
(iii) By definition of the characteristic endomorphism for N, 
QN= Im Y. So if N exists, R. Im Y= R&N= (Xp” - l)N= 0. Conversely, 
if fi has a B-basis (x1,..., xn}, define N, to be a free A[X]/(Q)-module with 
basis { yi ,..., y,). Then peN, E No/prmeN, z # as B-modules. Of course, N, is 
an AG-module of type k (actually corresponding to the zero characteristic 
endomorphism) but the idea is to define on N, a new AG-module structure 
which will coincide with the former on peNo so that it will not alter the 
isomorphism peNo z Iv. The module N will then denote N,, with this new 
structure. The action on N, of the generator g of G is by multiplication by X, 
and for the A-basis (X’vjJO<i<k- 1, 1 <j<n}, we have 
x.xk-‘yj=cf~; a,Xiyj, where Q = Xk - Cf;d aiXi. Define the new action 
of G by 
and 
g .x’yjz&+‘yj if i<k-1 
k-l 
g . Xk- 'yj = C ff iX’Yj + 9(P'Yj), 
i=O 
where 9 is the endomorphism Y of N transported onto p’N, by the above 
isomorphism. So g coincides with X on the first k - 1 basis elements (for 
each j) and in order to check that g and X coincide on peNo, we have to 
show that p’q(p’yj) = 0. But our hypothesis on T implies that 2e > r so that 
p’cp( peyj) E p”‘N,, = 0. Now 
k-l 




= g"- c a;g' yj=Q(g)yj. 
i=O 
Therefore, (g”‘-- 1) yj = R(g) Q(g)yj = R(g) (p(p’yj). Since g and X coincide 
on p’N,, R(g) (o(peyj) = R(X) q(peyj) E R(X) . Im 9 = 0 by hypothesis. This 
shows that gp”yj = yj and so we have indeed an action of G, and, therefore, 
the AG-module N of type k is constructed. Finally, the equality (o(peyj) = 
Q(g) yj implies that 9 is the characteristic endomorphism for N, which 
proves that the isomorphism peN z fl is B [ Y]-linear. 
(iv) The property F. Im Y= 0 of p’M is obviously inherited by its 
submodule fl. So by (iii), there exists an AG-module N of type k such that 
peN g ii? By Lemma 4.4, there exists an injection i: N -+ M lifting the 
injection i: peN z fl --f peM. Then i(N) is the desired submodule of M. 
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(v) Clearly, if M is decomposable, then so is p’M. If conversely 
p’M = N, @ f12, then N, and N2 are B-projective, hence B-free, because B is 
local (p is nilpotent and B/pB z K[X]/(X - l)k is local). By (iv), there exist 
submodules N, and N, of M, of type k, such that peNi = fli (i = 1,2). Let ji 
denote the inclusion of Ni in M. The map j, + j,: N, ON, -+ M lifts the 
identity N, @ N, =peM and, therefore, must be bijective by Lemma 4.4. 1 
This theorem shows that the classification of modules of type k is 
equivalent o the classification of B-free B[ Y]-modules which are annihilated 
by RY. According to the nature of B, the latter classification can be very 
hard but at least we know that, for a given choice of basis, such a B [ Y]- 
module is entirely described by a matrix with entries in B annihilated by z. 
Remark. Any module M of type k is an extension 0 -+p’M -t M -+ &i -+ 0, 
where fl= M/peM. Our hypothesis on r guarantees that both p’M and M 
are annihilated by Q. This shows that we have 0 -+p’M, -+ M--t li;i, -+ 0, 
where M, = (A [X]/(Q))” (n being the rank ofp’M as a B-module). So we get 
all modules of type k of a given rank as extensions of two fixed modules. 
One can show that 
Ext%@,, peM,,) E Hom,(p’M,, peM,,) 0 Hom,(peM,/RpeM, ,peM,) 
and that the class of M in Exti,(M,,peM,) is (id, rp) where (D is the charac- 
teristic endomorphism for M. Of course, we do not consider all extensions of 
peM, by k, since, for instance, we want them to be A-free. This gives an 
idea why the first component of the class of M is constant. 
EXAMPLES. (1) k=pS-‘. Then e=r- 1, Q=Xp”-‘- 1 and B =K[X]/(Q) 
? KC,,-, . One checkes easily that z = 0 because R s (X - 1)” mod p where 
m = (p - 1)~‘~‘. 
(21 k= 1. Suppose r>2s. Then e=r-s, Q=X- 1 and BzA/p”A. 
Again R = 0 since R E ps mod(X - 1). 
(3) Taking s = 1 in either of the previous examples, one gets B = K. 
This shows that the AC,-modules of type 1 are classified by endomorphisms 
of finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. These are easy to deal with since 
K[ Y] is a principal ideal domain: the indecomposable K[ Y]-modules have 
the form K[Y]/(f), where f is a power of an irreducible polynomial. This 
special case is due to DDZP and Hannula. 
(4) Take s=l and k=p-1. Then e=r-1, Q=Cf:JXi, 
R =X- 1 and B =K[X]/(Q)= K[X]/(X- l)p-‘. Let V be a B-free B[Y]- 
module such that RYV= 0. Since V is B-free, YVE (X - l)p-2 V and since 
(X- l)p-2 B 2 B/(X- 1) B, the endomorphism Y induces a map F: 
V/(X- 1) V+ V/(X- 1) V. Since V/(X - 1) V is just a K-vector space, it 
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follows that the AC,-modules of type p - 1 are also classified by 
endomorphism of finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. 
(5) By Lemma 2.1, manic polynomials of degree k which divide 
Xp” - 1 are in l-l correspondence with modules M of type k such that 
M/pM zz S,. The corresponding B[ Y]-modules peM are those which are B- 
free of rank 1, so that the characteristic endomorphism for M is just the 
multiplication by an element of B annihilated by 1. It follows easily that 
every manic polynomial of degree k which divides Xp” - 1 has the form 
Q -p’s where Q is any given such polynomial and S is a polynomial of 
degree < k - 1 whose image in B = (A/preeA) [X]/(Q) is annihilated by R. 
For instance, if r > 2s, every manic divisor of degree 1 of P” - 1 has the 
form X- (1 +p’-“a) with a E A (see Example 2). 
5. DECOMPOSITION IN TYPES 
It is natural to ask whether any AG-module is a direct sum of modules of 
type k for various k. It turns out to be the case if s = 1 but not otherwise as 
the next counterexample will show. But first we prove that the type ps can 
always be extracted: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be an AG-module such that M/pM=N@ S,,. 
Then M = N @ L with L/pL = S,,. Moreover, L E AG. 
ProoJ: Clearly S,,r KG. Since AG is projective, the following diagram 
shows that there exists a homomorphism i: AG -+ M lifting the inclusion i: 
KG + M/PM. 
AG-f-+ M 
Since M is A-free, there exists an A-linear map rt: M -+ AG lifting the 
projection 75: M/pM --) KG. The image of 7ci is an A-submodule of AG 
mapping onto KG. By Nakayama’s lemma, xi is surjective, hence injective 
because AG is noetherian. Therefore, i is injective and the image L of i must 
be a direct summand in M since L g AG is an injective module by Lemma 
3.1. I 
COROLLARY 5.2. An AG-module is of type ps if and only if it is a free 
AG-module. 1 
Note that this was already clear when we saw in Lemma 4.3 that e = r for 
k =ps. Note also that every projective AG-module is free since AG is local. 
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COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let Q be a manic polynomial of degree k <p” - 2. 
Suppose (X - 1) Q divides xP’- 1. Such a Q exists if s > 2 (take for 
instance Q = Cfz,’ Xip’ with 0 <j < s - 1). Let M be a free A-module on the 
basis (x, gx,..., gkx, y} with an action of g defined by (g - 1)~ = 0 and 
Q(g)(g - 1) x =pr-‘y. Let R = (Xp”-- l)/Q(X- 1). We have R = 
(X - 1)” modp where m =pS - (k + 1). Clearly (g”’ - 1)~ = 0. Moreover, 
(g”* - 1) x = R(g)p’-‘y = (g - 1)“~‘~‘y = 0 since m > 0 by hypothesis. 
This shows that M is indeed an AG-module and we have obviously M/pM E 
S k+, @ S,. If M was decomposable, it would be the direct sum of a module 
M k+, of type k + 1 and a module M, of type 1. Let us show that it is 
impossible. 
Suppose first that there exists z = C:=, a, g’x + ~JJ E M,, 1 satisfying 
CfEo ui @PA. Since Q(g)(g- 1)g’x =g’p’-‘y =pr-‘y, we have 
Q(g)(g - 1) z = Cf=, aiprp’y and so pr-‘y EM,, , because C ai is inver- 
tible. Therefore, p’-‘y Ep’-‘Mk+, E Sk+, . Now since (g - 1)~‘~‘y = 0, 
there exists y’ E Mk+ , such that p’-‘y = (g- l)kpr-‘y’. But this is 
impossible because (g- l)kp’plM has dimension 1 over k with generator 
(g - l)kpr-‘x. 
Now for all z=Cf=,a,g’x+byEM,+,, we have CuiEpA. Clearly 
Q(g)y = (g - l)ky E 0 modp and, moreover, Q(g)(g - 1)g’x E 0 modp’-’ 
so that Q(g) g’x E Q(g) x modp’-‘. Therefore, Q(g) z = 2 u,Q(g) x = 0 
mod p. It follows that Q(g) Mk+ , z PM,+, but this means that Mk+ , is of 
type <k = deg Q, a contradiction. 
Note that this shows in particular (for k >p” -p”- ‘) that an AG-module 
M cannot in general be decomposed as a direct sum M = M, 0 M, with 
each integer in the type of M, being as-’ and each in the type of M, being 
>p” -p’-‘. This was a too optimistic conjecture made in my thesis [lo], 
supported by the fact that it is true for s = 1 and suggested (wrongly) by 
Theorem 2.8(v). 
We turn now to the main decomposition theorem in the case s = 1, due to 
DDZP and Hannula. We present a new proof of this result, starting with two 
lemmas :
LEMMA 5.3. c;;; xk = ckp;; (,$I )(x - 1)“. 
Proof: (X- l)(Ci:iXk)=Xp- 1 =(X- 1+ l)p- I 
= ckp,, (f> (X- 1)” 
and the result follows after dividing by X - 1. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let M be an AC,-module of type { 1,~ - 1). Let L be a 
submodule of type p - 1 of pM. Suppose that L is A/p’-‘A-free. Assume p to 
be odd. Then L np. Ker(g - l)p-’ = 0. 
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Proof: Let x E Ker(g - l)“- ’ with px E L. We show by induction on r 
that px = 0. Suppose first that r = 2. By Lemma 5.3, 0 = (g - l)“- ’ x = 
CEli gkx - zkp3 kP+ , Kg - 1 jk x. We claim that (g - 1)px = 0. Otherwise, 
let t > 0 be the largest integer such that (g - 1)‘px # 0. Then since 
(g-l)(Cgk)=gP-l=Oandsincepdivides(,P,,)fork~p-2,wehave 
O=(g- l)‘(g- yx=- 1‘ (g- l)&-‘x 
= -p(g - l)‘x, 
contradicting the definition of t. Since r = 2 and L is of type p - 1, L 
is a free K[X]/(X- l)+‘-‘-module. As px E L and (g - 1)px = 0, there 
exists y E L such that px = (g - l)p -*y. Now y =pr for L E M because 
LcpM. So p(x-(g- l)p-2z)=0 and x-(g- l)P-2~EpM. Since M 
is of type (l,p- l}, (g- l)pA ’ annihilates pM z M/PM. Therefore, 
(g- l)p-‘(g- l)p-2z=0 because (g- l)p-‘x=O. Since p>3, 0= 
(g- 1)“-2(g- 1)P-‘z=(g- I)“-* (C{=d g”z-ckp:; (k;I)(g-l)kz)= 
-(g - l)p-2pz using (g- l)P-‘pz=(g- l)px=O. Finally, px= 
(g - l)p-*pz = 0. 
If now r > 2, the induction hypothesis applied to M/p’- ‘M gives 
px E p’-‘M or in other words x Eprm2M. Since L is A/p’-. ‘A-free, 
px E p’-*L because px E L and p . px = 0. So the first case (r = 2) applies 
to p’-‘M and the submodule p’-*L of p’-‘M and we get px = 0. 1 
THEOREM 5.5 (DDZP and Hannula). Let M be an AC,-module, p being 
odd. ThenM=M,@M,~,~M,withM,oftypek(k=1,p-1,~). 
Proof: Theorem 5.1 guarantees the existence of the factor M, of type p. 
So we can assume that p does not appear in the type of M and, therefore, the 
type of M is (1, p - 1 } by Theorem 2.8(v). By induction on r, we can 
assume that pM is the direct sum of a module C of type 1 and a module D of 
type p - 1, the case r = 2 being trivial since pM 2 M/PM. 
(a) C, acts trivially on C. Let y E C and let x E M with px = y. Since 
Cisoftype l,(g-l)yEpCand,therefore,(g-I)xEpM.So(g-1)x= 
= c + d, cE C, dE D. Since C is a submodule, (g - 1)pxE C and so 
pd = 0. It remains to show that pc=O. Now x:kpri gkc= 0 because 0= 
(C::d gk)(g - 1) x = C gkc + Cgkd. By Lemma 2.4, (g - 1) C cp’-*C and 
so (g - 1)pC = 0. This implies, using Lemma 5.3, that 0 = C[:i gkc = 
~,kP~~(k~,)(g-l)k~=p~+(g-l)P-‘~.N~~(g-l)2C~(g-l)pC=O 
and so (g- l)p-‘c=O becausepZ3. Hencepc=O. 
(b) pM=p . Ker(g- l)“..‘@(g- l)p-‘M and pa Ker(g- l)p-‘?C, 
(g- l)p-‘M~ D. Let f:pM-+pM be defined by f(px)= (g- l)p-‘x. 
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Clearly f(px) EpM because (g- l)p-’ annihilates M/pit4 since M is of 
type { I,p - 1 }., For the same reason, f is well defined: if px = 0, 
xEp’-‘MzM/pMand so (g- l)p-‘x=O. Now Imf=(g- l)P-‘Mand 
Kerf= p . Ker(g - l)p- ’ which gives the exact sequence 
O-+p.Ker(g- l)P-l+pM&(g- l)p-lM+O. 
First we show that Imfz D. Since D is of type p - 1, Lemma 5.4 applies: 
Drip . Ker(g- l)p-l =0 and hence& is injective. To show that it is also 
surjective, we have to prove thatf(D) =f(pM), that is,f(C) Ed because 
pM=C@D. Let yEC and xEM with px=y. As in (a), we have 
(g - 1) x EpM and sof(u) E (g - l)p-2pM. Since g acts trivially on C and 
sincep > 3, we have (g- l)“-*PM= (g- l)p-2 D. Now 
(g- I)“-‘f(D)c(g- l)“-‘pM=(g- l)p-2D+g-. l)“-‘f(D). 
The composite map is injective, hence surjective (the module is artinian), 
and, therefore, the first inclusion must be an equality. It follows thatf(C) G 
(g - l)p-2pM = (g - l)“-‘f(D) sf(D) as required. 
Now (g- l)P-lMrD is a submodule of typep- 1 ofpMand Lemma 
5.4 applies again: (g - l)p-’ Mnp . Ker(g - l)p-l = 0. The above exact 
sequence forces p . Ker(g - l)p-l @ (g - l)p-l M to be the whole of pM 
since they both have the same composition length. By the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem, p . Ker(g - l)p-l z C. 
(c) Construction of M, and Mp-, . We can now assume 
C=p.Ker(g-l)P-l and D=(g-1)p-1it4. Since D is of typep-I, 
p’-*D is a free S,-,- module where S,-, = K[X]/(X - l)p-l. Let 
{p’-*y ,,..., p’-‘y,} be a S,-, -basis of p’-*D. Then {(g - 1)‘~~ IO <j < 
p - 2, 1 < i < m} is an A/p’-‘A-basis of D. Let xI E h4 be such that PXi =y, 
and let IMP-, be the A-submodule of it4 generated by {(g - 1)’ Xi IO <j < 
p-2,1 <i<m}. Mp-, is A-free and satisfies PM,-, = D. Finally, M,-, is 
invariant under the action of C, because if j<p-2, 
(g- l)(g- l)‘xiEMp-, and for j=p-2, (g- l)(g- l)p-2~IED~ 
M p-1. 
Let {u, ,..., un} be an A/p’-‘A-basis of C and let zli E Ker(g - l)p-l be 
such that pvi = tli. Since g acts trivially on C, p(g - 1) ui = 0 and so 
(g- l)zyEp’-‘M=p’-* Cop’-*D. Put (g - 1) vi =p’-*ci +pr-‘d,. We 
have (g - 1)P-2p’-2di = 0 because vi E Ker(g - l)p-l. But p’-*D is a free 
S ,-,-module and, therefore, there exists di ED with (g - I)p’-*di =pr-*di. 
Let wi = vi -p’-*d;. We have pwi =pv, = ui and (g - 1) wi =pr-*c,. The 
A-submodule M, of M generated by {wi,..., w.) is A-free and satisfies 
pM, = C. It is invariant under C, since (g - 1) wi E C G M, . Since we have 
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lifted a basis of C @ D =pM, it is now clear that M = M, @ M,-, . By 
construction, M, is of type 1 and Mp- 1 of type p - 1. I 
Remark that (g - l)‘M, = 0 because (g - l)M, c C. It follows that 
actually C =p . Ker(g - l)“-’ =p e Ker(g - 1)‘. 
The proof of the following corollary is an easy consequence of the above 
proof and is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let M be an AC,-module, p being odd. 
(i) M is of type 1 ifand only if(g- l)*M=O. 
(ii) M is of typep- 1 ifandonly if(g- l)p-‘M=pM. 
Theorem 5.5 together with Theorem 4.5 completes the classification of all 
AC,-modules (see Examples 3 and 4 following Theorem 4.5). Modules of 
type p - 1 can also be realized as images of modules of type 1 under the Q- 
functor (Lemma 3.3). Hannula’s point of view consists in realizing every 
module of type p - 1 as I Oa M where I is the augmentation ideal of AC, 
and M is a module of type 1. This approach is a consequence of the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be an AC,-module of type 1. Then 0M z I @,, M. 
Proof: Tensoring with M the exact sequence 0 + I--t AC, + A + 0, we get 
O-+I@M+AC,@M-tM+O. If n is the rank of M as an A-module, it is 
well known that AC, @ M is AC,-free of rank n. It is easily seen, using 
reduction modp, that the projective cover of M must be AC,-free of rank n. 
Therefore, AC, 0 M is the projective cover of M and I@ M r QM. 1 
Both DDZP and Hannula state without proof a classification theorem in 
the case p = 2. We shall end this section with a quick survey of the situation 
and a proof of the main decomposition theorem. Assume p = 2 and G = C,. 
Again all AG-modules are supposed to be A-free. The only types of AC,- 
modules are the types 1 and 2. Modules of type 2 are free. When p is odd, a 
module M of type 1 is characterized by the fact that (g - l)MsprmlM 
(Lemma 2.4). This does not work when p = 2 because it turns out that some 
modules of type 1 behave exactly as modules of type p - 1. Consequently, 
we modify the terminology in the following way: An AC,-module M is of 
type 1 if (g- l)Mg2’-‘M and of type 2- 1 if (g+ ~)MG~‘+‘M. 
Modules of type 2 - 1 play the role of modules of type p - 1 because the 
standard divisor of gp - 1 of degree p - 1 is Cf:i gk = g + 1. Since 
g- l=g+ 1 mod 2, we have for both types (g-l)ME2M and 
(g + 1) ME 2M. As before, modules of type 1 are classified by a charac- 
teristic endomorphism p,: 2’-‘M-, 2’-‘M defined by rp(2’-‘x) = (g - 1) x. 
Again we are left with the classification of K[ YJ-modules which is well 
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known. The situation is similar for modules of type 2 - 1, replacing g - 1 by 
g + 1. They can also be realized as images of modules of type 1 under the Q- 
functor. If Y = 2, both types coincide and, therefore, we are left with a proof 
of a result similar to Theorem 5.5 only for r 2 3: 
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose r > 3. Let M be an AC,-module. Then M = 
M, GiJ M,-, @M, with M, of type k (k = 1, 2 - 1, 2). 
Proof The existence of M, follows from Theorem 5.1. So we can assume 
(g- l)M/2M=O (or (g+ l)M/2M=O). 
(a) 4M = 2(g+ l)M 0 2(g- l)M. Since 4x = 2(g+ l)x- 
2(g - 1) x, we only have to prove that the sum is direct. If 2(g + 1) x = 
2(g - 1) y, then (gf 1)x-(g- l)yE2’-‘M so that (g+ l)x- 
(g- 1) y=2’-‘2 = 2’-‘((g+ l)z-(g - 1)~). Therefore, (g + 1)(x - 2’-‘2) 
= (g - l)(y - 2’-*z) and this element is annihilated by both g + 1 and 
g- 1, hence by 2=(g+ 1)-(g- 1). It follows that 2(g+ 1)x=0 since 
(g + 1) 2’-lz = 0. 
(b) 2M= C@O with (g- 1) C=O and (g + 1) D =O. If 
{2(g + l)xi 1 1 < i< n} is an A/2’-*A-basis for 2(g + l)M, then 
{(g+ llxil l<i< I n generates an A/2’- ‘A-free submodules C of 2M, 
satisfying (g - 1) C = 0 since (g - l)(g + 1) = 0. Define D similarly. 
(c) Construction of M, and M,-, . Let ui EM be such that 
{2U ,,..., 2u,} is a basis for C. Since (g - 1) 2ui= 0, we have 
(g - 1) ui E 2’-‘M = 2’-*C @ 2’-*D, so that (g - 1) ui = 2’-*(cl + di). 
Define U: = Ui + 2r-3di and let M, be generated by u’, ,..., u;. Since 4~: = 4ui, 
we have 4M, = 2C. Now clearly (g - 1) u: = 2r-2~i because gdi = -di and 
this shows that M, is invariant under g and is of type 1. M,-, is constructed 
similarly. I 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
I can now give a proof of Conjecture 2.7 above. 
Let D be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated by the 
prime number p. Let A = D/p’D (with r > 1) and K = D/pD. Denote by G 
the cyclic group of order ps. The modules S, = K[X]/(X - l)k for k = l,...,p’ 
form a complete set of indecomposable KG-modules. If M is a finitely 
generated AC-module then M/pM g mi S,, for certain integers ki. Assuming 
now that M is free as an A-module, only certain integers ki can occur in the 
decomposition of M/PM. More precisely: 
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THEOREM. In the above notations, each integer k, is the degree of a 
manic polynomial over A dividing Xp” - 1. 
We observe that the converse of the theorem is obvious since if Q is a 
manic divisor of degree k of Xp” - 1 over A, then clearly M = A [X]/(Q) is an 
A-free AG-module satisfying M/pM z S,. 
Recall that the set of integers ki (without repetition) occurring in the 
decomposition of M/pM = oi Ski is called the type of M. In particular M is 
of type k if M/pM is a direct sum of copies of S,. We also say that M is of 
type <m if each integer in the type of M is smaller than or equal to m. 
We first list below several results of the previous paper which will be used 
in the proof: 
(1) If k occurs in the type of an A-free AG-module M, then k <p”-’ or 
ps-‘(p - 1) < k (Theorem 2.8). 
(2) The theorem is true for p = 2 or for r = 2 or for s = 1 (Theorem 2.8). 
(3) Let V be any AG-module (not necessarily A-free). Suppose p is odd. 
Let g be a generator of G. If V is of type es-’ then we have (gP’-’ - 1) V E 
V(p) where V(p) = {x E Vlpx = 0) (Lemma 2.4 and remark following the 
proof). 
(4) tit QEA[Xl, a manic polynomial of degree k <p”- ’ with p odd. Q 
divides Xp” - 1 if and only if Q divides Xp”-’ - 1 modulo p’-’ (Lemma 2.5). 
(5) Let M be an A-free AG-module and let 0M be the kernel of a 
projective cover of M (Heller’s a-functor). If M/PM= Oi Ski, then 
LIM/pf2M g oi Sj, wherej, =p” - ki (Lemma 3.2). 
(6) (Hannula). Suppose p is odd and s = 1. Any A-free AG-module M 
is a direct sum M = M, @ M,- 1 @ M, where Mk is of type k (for k = 1, 
p - 1, p) (Theorem 5.5). 
(7) Suppose p is odd and s = 1. Let g be a generator of G and let M be 
an A-free AG-module of type k. If k= 1, (g- l)*M=O. If k=p- 1, 
(g- l)“-‘M=pM. If k=p, M is a free AG-module (Corollaries 5.2 and 
5.6). 
Let g be a generator of G and let h = g ps-‘. The subgroup generated by h is 
cyclic of order p. Denote by nS, the direct sum of n copies of S,. 
LEMMA. Zf k=apS-’ +b with O<a<p and O<b<pS-‘, then 
Res, S, E bS,, , @(p”-‘--b)S,. In particular Res,S,rkS, if k<pS-’ 
and Res,S,g (p”-k)S,-,@ (k-p”-‘(p- l))S, ifp”-‘(p- l)<k. 
Proof { 1, X- 1, (X - l)‘,..., (X- l)“-‘} is a K-basis of Sk. The first b 
basis elements are annihilated by (Xp’- - l)‘+ ’ but not by (Xps-’ - 1)“. So 
each of them generates aKH-submodule isomorphic to S,, , . Similarly each 
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of the next (ps-’ - b) basis elements generates aKH-submodule isomorphic 
to S,. Details are left to the reader. 1 
Now we turn to the proof of the theorem. By (2) we can assume p to be 
odd. We use induction on both s and r, starting with the known cases s = 1 
and r = 2 (note that the trivial case r = 1 would work as well as a first step 
of induction). Assume s > 1 and r > 1. Let M be an A-free AG-module. We 
shall first deal with the integers in the type of M which are <p”-‘. Denoting 
reduction modulo p by a bar, we have by (1): i@ = c 0 b where C is a KG- 
submodule of li;i of type Q”- ’ while D is of type >p”- ‘(p - 1). Lifting to M 
a K-basis of C, we can construct a free A-submodule C of M mapping onto 
I? by reduction modulo p. By (6), M decomposes as an AH-module into a 
direct sum M = M, @ M,- I @ M, where Mk is of type k. Our first goal is to 
show that M = C @ M,- I 0 M,, as an A-module. Since A is a local ring, a 
straightforward and well known application of Nakayama’s lemma shows 
that it is enough to prove the equality ii? = C @ fiP- i @ HJ. By the above 
lemma, Res, C is a direct sum of copies of S, while Res, D is a direct sum 
of copies of S,- , and S,, Therefore by the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
Res, Cz ti, and Res, b z MP- i @ ii?PL For dimension reasons it follows 
that it is enough to prove that C n (li;i,-l @ tip) = 0. If x E C 
then (h- 1) x=0. If x belongs also to aP-i @MP then x E (h - 1)s 
because any element of S,- i or S, annihilated by h - 1 is a multiple of 
h-l. Now (h-l)i@=((h-l)D since (h-l)C=O and therefore 
xECn(h-l)D=Oasrequired. 
The inverse image C +pM of C in M is an AG-submodule of M. Since 
hf= COMp-, OM,, we have C+pM=C@pM,-,OM, (as an A- 
module). Let U= (h - 1)’ MnpM. This is clearly an AG-submodule of M. 
We claim that U=pM,-, @p(h - 1) M,. Using the decomposition 
M = M, @ M,-, @ M, of M as an AH-module, we first notice that 
(h - 1) M, = 0 by (7). Also by (7) and the fact that p > 2, we have PM,-, = 
(h - l)p-’ M,-, E (h - l)* MPml and so (h - l)* MPwl iTpM=pM,-,. 
Now since M, is a free AH-module by (7), N = (h - 1) M, is an A-free AH- 
module of type p - 1 (direct sum of copies of the augmentation ideal of AH). 
Hence again by (7), pN = (h - l)p-l N s (h - 1) N. But it is easy to see that 
N npM =pN (because N is A-free). Therefore (h - 1)’ M, npM = 
(h - 1) NnpN=pN=p(h - 1) MP. So we have proved that U=pM,-, 0 
~(h - l)M,. 
Let V= (C +pM)/U. Clearly V = C 0 W as an A-module, where W = 
pM,/p(h - 1) MP. Now since V/pi’ g c @ W is annihilated by h - 1, V is of 
type es-‘. Therefore (3) applies and we have (h - 1) Vc V(p) = 
p’- ‘C @ W (note that C(p) = p’- ‘C since C is A-free). Finally V/V(p) is an 
AG-module annihilated by both h - 1 and prP1, and its reduction modulo p 
is isomorphic to C. We can consider V/V(p) as an (A/p’- ‘A)-free 
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(,4/p’-‘A) G/H-module and apply the induction hypothesis for r - 1 and 
s - 1: every integer k appearing in the type of V/V(p) is the degree of a 
manic polynomial Q dividing A?‘-’ - 1 over A/p’- ‘A. Let Q, E A [X] be any 
manic polynomial of degree k mapping onto Q modulo p’-‘. By (4) Q, 
divides Xp” - 1 and consequently k is the degree of a manic divisor of 
XpS - 1. Since V/V(p) rc, this completes the proof for all integers k in the 
type of M which are as-r. 
Using (1) we must now consider an integer k >p”-‘(p - 1) appearing in 
the type of M. By (5), ps - k appears in the type of RM. But ps - k <p”-’ 
and the above proof applied to nA4 shows that p” - k is the degree of a 
manic divisor Q of Xp” - 1. If P is the manic polynomial defined by 
PQ =X’” - 1, then P has degree k as required. 1 
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